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Essential Topics in Applied Linguistics and MultilingualismStudies in Honor of David SingletonSpringer Science &
Business Media
This is the first book of its kind that explains the basic concepts, theoretical foundations and systematic research of
linguistic semiotics, so as to establish a well-founded framework for linguistic semiotics as an independent discipline.
While examining the major claims of different schools of semiotics, it also addresses 12 central issues concerning
linguistic semiotics, and outlines semiotic studies in China focusing on the multiple research areas and accomplishments.
In addition to illustrations and tables, the book offers an “Index of References in Linguistic Semiotics” consisting of 1,063
entries, including monographs, journal papers, conference proceedings, etc. in Chinese, English and Russian.
This handbook comprises, in three volumes, an in-depth presentation of the state of the art in linguistic semantics from a
wide variety of perspectives. It contains 112 articles written by leading scholars from around the world. These articles
present detailed, yet accessible, introductions to key issues, including the analysis of specific semantic categories and
constructions, the history of semantic research, theories and theoretical frameworks, methodology, and relationships with
related fields; moreover, they give expert guidance on topics of debate within the field, on the strengths and weaknesses
of existing theories, and on the likely directions for the future development of semantic research. In many cases, the
articles written for this handbook promise to become the standard references on the topics they cover. This work will
provide an essential reference for both advanced students and researchers in semantics and related fields within
linguistics, psychology, philosophy, and other areas.
The language experience of children developing in linguistically diverse environments is subject to considerable variation
both in terms of quantity and quality of language exposure. It is an open question how to investigate language exposure
patterns and more important which factors are relevant for successful language learning. For example, children acquiring
a minority language, including a signed language, are exposed to less variety of input than children acquiring a more
global language. This is because they are living in a smaller linguistic community and with fewer occasions to use the
language in everyday life. Despite this reduced input, most native signers are successful language learners. In contrast
native language competence is not always achieved in signing deaf children with hearing parents or those with cochlear
implants learning a spoken language. A similar outcome but with very different reasons has also been reported for
hearing children with language impairment. In these populations acquisition of morphosyntactic aspects is developing
atypically ending with an uncomplete linguistic repertoire. The circumstances of exposure during language development
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tend to differ in significant ways with respect to a large number of factors, such as, (i) length, quality and quantity of input,
(ii) social status and attitudes toward the language, (iii) cognitive abilities required for language learning, and (iv) age of
first exposure. Having early exposure to a range of different speakers is important in the acquisition of any language and
may affect language proficiency. However, negative societal attitudes or a cognitive based disadvantage may create an
unfavourable learning environment that prevents language learning from surfacing typically. This situation inevitably
generates a different type of exposure for the child and consequently different language competence. In this Research
Topic we intend to encourage the debate on social, linguistic and cognitive factors at play for designing an effective
environment for language acquisition aiming at integrating linguistic variables coming from theoretical studies on
language with environmental variables, such as, measures of language input or cognitive abilities on functions ancillary to
language development.
During the 2001 Linguistic Summer Institute at University of California, Santa Barbara, a group of linguists gathered at a
workshop to discuss the expression and role of topicalization and focus from a variety of perspectives: phonetic,
phonological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic. The workshop was designed to lay the groundwork for collaborative
efforts between linguists devoted to the study of meaning and linguists engaged in the quantitative study of intonation.
This volume contains papers emerging from the Santa Barbara Workshop on Topic and Focus. A wide variety of
methodologies and research interests related to topic and focus are represented in the papers. Some works present
results of phonetic studies, either acoustic or perceptual, on the expression of topic and/or focus; others examine
semantic or pragmatic features of topic and/or focus, while others are concerned with the interface between intonation
and meaning. Data from several different languages are represented in the papers, including several languages with
relatively little documentation particularly in the venue of topic and focus, e. g. Basque, Chickasaw, Indonesian, Polish,
Taiwanese. The broad sample of languages coupled with the wide variety of research topics addressed by the papers
promise to enrich our typological understanding of topic and focus phenomena and provide an impetus for further
research. The following paragraphs offer brief summaries of the papers contained in this volume: Gorka Elordieta’s
paper describes prosodic conditions governing focus in a dialect of Basque with pitch accents.
Formal Studies in Slavic Linguistics is a collection of selected papers presented at the Graduate Colloquia on Slavic
Linguistics held at the Ohio State University, and as such presents current research of young scholars from top European
and American universities. The present volume is a continuation of Issues in Slavic Syntax and Semantics (2008). Unlike
its predecessor, Formal Studies in Slavic Linguistics exclusively focuses on synchronic analyses of challenging
phenomena in various Slavic languages and expands its theoretical scope to include essays in virtually all areas of
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theoretical linguistics: phonetics, phonology, morphosyntax, syntax, semantics and pragmatics. The papers in this
volume discuss consonant deletion in Russian and phonetic patterns in Russian loan words, properties of Slovenian
clitics and the constructions involving the prefix na- in Slovenian, subjunctive clauses in Polish, Serbo-Croatian multiple
wh questions, negative-contrastive ellipsis and impersonal constructions in Russian. The formal frameworks employed in
the analyses of these phenomena range from optimality theory to minimalism. Given its broad empirical and theoretical
scope, Formal Studies in Slavic Linguistics is bound to be of interest to Slavic scholars and general linguists alike.
Projects in Linguistics and Language Studies, Third Edition, is your essential guide when embarking on a research
project in linguistics or English language. It is clearly divided into the subject areas that most appeal to you as a student:
psycholinguistics; first- and second-language acquisition; structure and meaning; sociolinguistics; language and gender;
accents and dialects; and the history of English. New chapters on researching computer-mediated communication (CMC)
and on preparing and delivering oral presentations are also included. It offers practical advice on - identifying a topic making background reading more effective - planning and designing a project - collecting and analysing data - writing up
and presenting findings. With over 350 project ideas that you can use directly or adapt to suit different contexts and
interests, and with chapters on how to reference effectively and how to avoid plagiarism, this third edition of Projects in
Linguistics and Language Studies is a reference guide that you will use again and again during your studies.
In The Ideological Structure of Linguistic Theory Geoffrey J. Huck and John A. Goldsmith provide a revisionist account of
the development of ideas about semantics in modern theories of language, focusing particularly on Chomsky's very
public rift with the Generative Semanticists about the concept of Deep Structure.
The study of how language varies in social context, and how it can be analyzed and accounted for, are the key goals of
sociolinguistics. Until now, however, the actual tools and methods have been largely passed on through 'word of mouth', rather
than being formally documented. This is the first comprehensive 'how to' guide to the formal analysis of sociolinguistic variation. It
shows step-by-step how the analysis is carried out, leading the reader through every stage of a research project from start to
finish. Topics covered include fieldwork, data organization and management, analysis and interpretation, presenting research
results, and writing up a paper. Practical and informal, the book contains all the information needed to conduct a fully-fledged
sociolinguistic investigation, and includes exercises, checklists, references and insider tips. It is set to become an essential
resource for students, researchers and fieldworkers embarking on research projects in sociolinguistics.
This book brings together papers dealing with essential issues in applied linguistics and multilingualism that have been contributed
by leading figures in these two fields and present state-of-the-art developments in theory and research. The first part includes
articles touching on various aspects of multiple-language acquisition, with a particular emphasis on the role of affordances, the
interfaces between language and thought, and factors influencing the process of language learning. Part Two deals with individual
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variations in the acquisition of additional languages, focusing in particular on the impact of such variables as age, aptitude,
motivation and learning deficits. Finally, Part Three presents contributions illuminating key issues in the acquisition of different
subsystems and skills, such as grammar, phonology, lexis and writing systems. Thanks to the diversity of perspectives on applied
linguistics and multilingualism, as well as the cutting-edge nature of some of the proposals, this edited collection will be an
important reference work and a source of inspiration for theorists and researchers.
This is a comprehensive overview of research methodology in applied linguistics which describes the various stages of qualitative
and quantitative investigations, from collecting the data to reporting the results.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 15th China National Conference on Computational Linguistics, CCL 2016, and the 4th
International Symposium on Natural Language Processing Based on Naturally Annotated Big Data, NLP-NABD 2016, held in
Yantai City, China, in October 2016. The 29 full papers and 8 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 85 submissions. They were organized in topical sections named: semantics; machine translation; multilinguality in
NLP; knowledge graph and information extraction; linguistic resource annotation and evaluation; information retrieval and question
answering; text classification and summarization; social computing and sentiment analysis; and NLP applications.
Successful speaking and understanding requires mechanisms for reliably encoding structured linguistic representations in memory
and for effectively accessing information in those representations later. Studying the time-course of real-time linguistic dependency
formation provides a valuable tool for uncovering the cognitive and neural basis of these mechanisms. This volume draws together
multiple perspectives on encoding and navigating structured linguistic representations, to highlight important empirical insights,
and to identify key priorities for new research in this area.
In this outstanding book leading scholars from around the world examine the history of linguistics from ancient origins to the
present. They consider every aspect of the field from language origins to neurolinguistics, explore linguistic traditions in east and
west, chronicle centuries of explanations for language structures, meanings, and usage, and look at how it has been practically
applied. The book is organized in six parts. The first looks at the origins of language, the invention of writing, the nature of gesture,
and sign languages. Part II examines the history of the analysis and description of sound systems. Part III considers the history of
linguistics in China, Korea, Japan, India, and the Middle East, as well as the history of the study of Semitic and Afro-Asiatic. Part
IV examines the history of grammar and morphology in the west from the classical world to the present. Part V surveys the history
of lexicography semantics, pragmatics, and text and discourse studies. Part VI looks at the history the application of linguistics in
fields that include the language classification; social and cultural theory; psychology and the brain sciences; education and
translation; computational science; and the development of linguistic corpora. The book ends with a history of the philosophy of
linguistics. The Oxford Handbook of the History of Linguistics makes a significant contribution to the historiography of linguistics. It
will also be a valuable reference for scholars and students in linguists and related fields, including philosophy and cognitive
science.
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This book provides an up-to-date survey of current issues and approaches in corpus linguistics in the form of twenty-two recent
research articles. The articles cover a wide range of topics illustrating the diversity of research that is characteristic of corpus
linguistics today. Central themes are the relationship between theory, intuition and corpus data and the role of corpora in linguistic
research. The majority of the articles are empirical studies of specific aspects of English, ranging from lexis and grammar to
discourse and pragmatics. Other areas explored are language variation, language change and development, language learning,
cross-linguistic comparisons of English and other languages, and the development of linguistic software tools. The contributors to
the volume include some of the leading figures in the field such as M.A.K. Halliday, John Sinclair, Geoffrey Leech and Michael
Hoey. The theoretical and methodological issues addressed in the volume demonstrate clearly the steady advance of an
expanding discipline inspired by an empirical, usage-based approach to the study of language. The volume is essential reading for
researchers and students interested in the use of computer corpora in linguistic research.
A collection of studies in applied linguistics

This volume consists of papers based on presentations given at a roundtable on “New Directions for Historical
Linguistics: Impact and Synthesis, 50 Years Later,” held at the 23rd International Conference on Historical Linguistics in
2017, as well as an introduction by the editors.
This volume presents new developments in cognitive grammar and explores its descriptive and explanatory potential with
respect to a wide range of language phenomena. These include the formation and use of locationals, causative
constructions, adjectival and nominal expressions of oriented space, morphological layering, tense and aspect, and
extended uses of verbal predicates. There is also a section on the affinities between cognitive grammar an early linguistic
theories, both ancient and modern.
A broad and inclusive guide that makes eye-tracking understandable, accessible and achievable for language
researchers.
Over the past two decades, statistical and other quantitative concepts, models and methods have been increasingly
gaining importance and interest in all areas of linguistics and text analysis, as well as in a number of neighboring
disciplines and areas of application. The term "quantitative linguistics" comprises all scientific and technical approaches
which use such terms and methods in the analysis of or work with language(s), texts and other related subjects. The 71
articles in this handbook, written by internationally-recognized experts, offer a broad, up-to-date overview of the scientifictheoretical principles, the history, the diversity of the subject areas studied, the methods and models used, the results
obtained thus far and their applications. The articles are divided up into thirteen chapters: the first chapter includes
contributions on the basic principles and the history of the field, nine additional chapters are dedicated to individual
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descriptions of the levels of linguistic research (from phonology to pragmatics) as well as typological, diachronic and
geolinguistic questions. The next two chapters include a description of important models, hypotheses and principles;
selected areas of application; and references to neighboring disciplines. The last portion of the handbook is an
informative contribution, with information about publication forums, bibliographies, major projects, Internet links, etc. This
handbook is useful not only for researchers, teachers and students of all branches of linguistics and the philologies, but
also for scientists in neighboring fields, whose theoretical and empirical research touches on linguistic questions (for
instance, psychology and sociology), or for those who want to make use of the proven methods or results from
quantitative linguistics in their own research.
This textbook offers an introductory overview of eight hotly-debated topics in second language acquisition research. It
offers a glimpse of how SLA researchers have tried to answer common questions about second language acquisition
rather than being a comprehensive introduction to SLA research. Each chapter comprises an introductory discussion of
the issues involved and suggestions for further reading and study. The reader is asked to consider the issues based on
their own experiences, thus allowing them to compare their own intuitions and experiences with established research
findings and gain an understanding of methodology. The topics are treated independently so that they can be read in any
order that interests the reader.
This book is a collection of the papers presented and discussed at the 11th Corpus Linguistics Symposium (ELC 2012),
held at the Instituto de Ciências Matemáticas e de Computação (Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science) of the
University of São Paulo, at São Carlos, Brazil. The sessions addressed the following six topics: Corpus Linguistics and
Language Description; Translation, Terminology and Corpora; Spoken Language and Corpora; Natural Language
Processing and Corpora; Corpus Annotation; and Corpora and Multiple Documents. These unique studies will inspire
readers with an interest in Linguistics, and will provide motivation for conducting further research in the interdisciplinary
area of Language Technologies and Linguistic Research.
Proceedings of the annual meeting of the Society in v. 1-11, 1925-34. After 1934 they appear in Its Bulletin.
Cognitive Linguistics has given a major impetus to the study of semantics and the lexicon. The present volume brings
together seventeen previously published papers that testify to the fruitfulness of Cognitive Linguistics for the study of
lexical and semantic topics. Spanning the period from the late 1980s to recent years, the collection features a number of
papers that may be considered classics within the field of cognitive linguistic lexicology. The papers are grouped in
thematic sections. The first section deals with prototypicality as a theoretical and practical model of semantic description.
The second section discusses polysemy and criteria for distinguishing between meanings. The third section tackles
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questions of meaning description beyond the level of words, on the level of idioms and constructions. The following
section casts the net even wider, dealing with the cultural aspects of meaning. Moving away from the theoretical and
descriptive perspective towards applied concerns, the fifth section looks at lexicography from the point of view of
Cognitive Linguistics. The final section has a metatheoretical orientation: it discusses the history and methodology of
lexical semantics. Each paper is preceded by a newly written introduction that situates the text against the period in
which it was first published, but that also points to further developments, in the author's own research or in Cognitive
Linguistics at large. The variety of topics dealt with make this book an excellent introduction to the broad field of
lexicological and lexical semantic research.
Provides access to citations of journal articles, books, and dissertations published on modern languages, literatures, folklore, and
linguistics. Coverage is international and subjects include literature, language and linguistics, literary theory, dramatic arts, folklore,
and film since 1963. Special features include the full text of the original article for some citations and a collection of images
consisting of photographs, maps, and flags.
Doing Research in Applied Linguistics: Realities, dilemmas, and solutions provides insight and guidance for those undertaking
research, and shows the reader how to deal with the challenges of this research involving real people in real settings. Featuring
over twenty chapters by experienced and up-and-coming researchers from around the world, this book: outlines the steps involved
in solving the problem and completing a successful, and publishable, project; provides case studies of obstacles faced at each
stage of research, from preliminary planning to report writing; addresses issues of validity and reliability during data collection and
analysis; discusses ethical issues in research dealing with vulnerable groups including children, refugees, and students; includes
examples from longitudinal studies, and both qualitative and quantitative research. Doing Research in Applied Linguistics is
essential reading for students studying research methods, or for those embarking on their first research project in applied
linguistics or language education.
This collection of 15 articles reflects Edward Keenan’s long-standing research interests in the comparative syntax of the
languages of the world. It includes two seminal ‘foundation’ articles, Noun Phrase Accessibility and Universal Grammar (with
Bernard Comrie) and Towards a Universal Definition of ‘Subject of’. Most of the other articles have appeared in a variety of
relatively inaccessible places, and so this book brings together for the first time a large body of work supporting the research
directions taken in the foundation articles. In addition, one article of a psycholinguistic sort was specially prepared for this volume.
This volume is the third one of the revived series of "Travaux," which was the well-known international book series of the classical
Prague Linguistic Circle, published in the years 1929-39. The tradition of the Circle still attracts attention in broad circles of
European and American linguistics.
The two volumes LNCS 9041 and 9042 constitute the proceedings of the 16th International Conference on Computational
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Linguistics and Intelligent Text Processing, CICLing 2015, held in Cairo, Egypt, in April 2015. The total of 95 full papers presented
was carefully reviewed and selected from 329 submissions. They were organized in topical sections on grammar formalisms and
lexical resources; morphology and chunking; syntax and parsing; anaphora resolution and word sense disambiguation; semantics
and dialogue; machine translation and multilingualism; sentiment analysis and emotion detection; opinion mining and social
network analysis; natural language generation and text summarization; information retrieval, question answering, and information
extraction; text classification; speech processing; and applications.
Dedicated to John B. Whitman, this collection of seventeen articles provides a forum for cutting-edge theoretical research on a
wide range of linguistic phenomena in a wide variety of Asian languages, including Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Austronesian,
Indo-Aryan, and Thai. Ranging from syntax and morphology to semantics, acquisition, processing and phonology, from synchronic
and/or diachronic perspectives, this collection reflects the breadth of the honoree’s research interests, which span multiple
research subfields in numerous Asian languages.
The study of language has changed substantially in the last decades. In particular, the development of new technologies has
allowed the emergence of new experimental techniques which complement more traditional approaches to data in linguistics (like
informal reports of native speakers’ judgments, surveys, corpus studies, or fieldwork). This move is an enriching feature of
contemporary linguistics, allowing for a better understanding of a phenomenon as complex as natural language, where all sorts of
factors (internal and external to the individual) interact (Chomsky 2005). This has generated some sort of divergence not only in
research approaches, but also in the phenomena studied, with an increasing specialization between subfields and accounts. At the
same time, it has also led to subfield isolation and methodological a priori, with some researchers even claiming that theoretical
linguistics has little to offer to cognitive science (see for instance Edelman & Christiansen 2003). We believe that this view of
linguistics (and cognitive science as a whole) is misguided, and that the complementarity of different approaches to such a
multidimensional phenomenon as language should be highlighted for convergence and further development of its scientific study
(see also Jackendoff 1988, 2007; Phillips & Lasnik 2003; den Dikken, Bernstein, Tortora & Zanuttini 2007; Sprouse, Schütze &
Almeida 2013; Phillips 2013).
The formal sciences, particularly mathematics, have had a profound influence on the development of linguistics. This insightful
overview looks at techniques that were introduced in the fields of mathematics, logic and philosophy during the twentieth century,
and explores their effect on the work of various linguists. In particular, it discusses the 'foundations crisis' that destabilised
mathematics at the start of the twentieth century, the numerous related movements which sought to respond to this crisis, and how
they influenced the development of syntactic theory in the 1950s. The book concludes by discussing the resulting major
consequences for syntactic theory, and provides a detailed reassessment of Chomsky's early work at the advent of Generative
Grammar. Informative and revealing, this book will be invaluable to all those working in formal linguistics, in particular those
interested in its history and development.
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This book constitutes the proceedings of the 12th Biennial Meeting on Mathematics in Language, MOL 12, held in Nara, Japan, in September
2011. Presented in this volume are 12 carefully selected papers, as well as the paper of the invited speaker Andreas Maletti. The papers
cover such diverse topics as formal languages (string and tree transducers, grammar-independent syntactic structures, probabilistic and
weighted context-free grammars, formalization of minimalist syntax), parsing and unification, lexical and compositional semantics, statistical
language models, and theories of truth.
Eight Decades of General Linguistics offers the lectures of outstanding scholars including Otto Jesperson, Louis Hjelmslev, André Martinet,
Uriel Weinreich, Noam Chomsky and others held during the eighteen conferences organized by the Permanent International Committee of
Linguists.
This book offers one possible solution in the pursuit of linguistic equality by exploring how the Structural Inquiry of Stigmatized English (SISE)
approach to linguistics pedagogy can be used to empower linguistics students and researchers as ambassadors for change. By using
stigmatized varieties of English (including African American English, Chicano English, and Appalachian English) as the primary linguistic data
analyzed through detailed structural analysis, the SISE approach fosters linguistically principled and pluralistic language attitudes among
students, as evidenced by the author’s own empirical research in applying the method. This book not only advocates for linguistic equality
but also provides teachers and researchers with the tools they need to counteract prejudicial attitudes and disinformation about language
both in and outside the classroom. It will be an essential resource for linguistics teachers, applied linguists, curriculum developers, students
and scholars of language attitudes and language variation, and anyone seeking more information about the relationships between diversity,
(in)equality, and language.
India is a vast country where many culture, religion and lots of languages makes it amazing. So, the country like India you may found a lots of
language diversity. The book, The Linguistics Research in India: is the first Vol published in July 2011, contains total 10 research papers
collected from various Indian universities from various scholars. Some of them are already in a renowned position at various universities
especially in Gulf and remaining scholars are currently doing their research in the Department of Linguistics. Here author tried to make get in
touch with these scholars in all over the world by their thoughts with other scholars. We earnestly hope that this Volume will help them to
come in touch with each other and can get help from various new and current research topics. Scholars also can get the ideas that what is
Linguistics, how to write research paper and what it means by Indian research in linguistics.
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